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Student Union complex: dream made reality
by Jack A. Mckenzie
News Editor
Although construction on the new
Student Union complex will continue for
several more months, portions of the
facility are now, or shortly will be, ready
for use. Grand opening ceremonies will not
be held until mid-September, according to
Art Hartzog, program director for the
Student Union, but parts of the new
building will be opened for use as they are
completed.
There are three basic parts to the
complex: the loggia, the recreationactivity center and the student government center. Hartzog explained that the
student government area is "finished and
ready," the recreation-activity center is

"practically completed" and most of the
loggia is scheduled for completion by midSeptember.
The "front door and living room" of the
entire complex, according to Hartzog, will
be the loggia. Enclosed by glass on its east
and west sides, the area will be styled as
"a kind of lounge" complete with seats and
tables.
To the right as one enters from the eastcampus side, there will be an art gallery
and display area. Hartzog suggested that
uses of this area might include arts and
crafts demonstrations and the display and
selling of student art and crafts.
To the left of the east entrance there will
be a University calendar, a ticket booth
and an information center. The calendar
will include all activities to be held on

campus during the year and the ticket
booth will be used for selling tickets for
Student Union events, concerts, plays and,
possibly, athletic events. The information
center will be staffed by students under the
direction of an information desk supervisor and will serve as the hub of campus
activity.
The area will serve not only as an information center where one will be able to
find details of campus activities, get information on all aspects of the University

for the recreation-activity center of the
complex. According to Hartzog, it will be
several more months before all these
areas are ready for use, but several are
now open to students.
Among the sections now open are the ten
bowling lanes. A definite operating
schedule has not yet been set, but Hartzog
anticipates the open hours to be
"something like 11 a.m.-11 or 12 p.m."
during the week with weekend hours being
a little longer.

Clemson budget cut
By John Rowntree
Editor-in-chief
In a speech to alumni in June, President
R.C. Edwards stated that Clemson is at a
crossroads and "the future of the
University is at stake." Edwards was
referring to the funding methods currently
being used to sustain state colleges and
universities.
The Legislature created the Commission
on Higher Commission (CHE) to review
the budgets of the state schools. The 17
member commission in turn developed a
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13 step formula designed, in their words,
"for equitable sharing of the state taxpayer support for South Carolina's public
colleges and universities."
Funds for Clemson University, determined by the formula and recommended
by CHE to the State Budget and Control
Board, amounted to $28,923,648 on Oct. 21,
1974.
The first of a series of major cuts was
revealed in early April, 1975, and was
credited to a "conceptual error" involving
$982,919 on,
part of the CHE staff.
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w

Another major cut soon followed as
Clemson, along with other state agencies,
were called on to absorb a 4.75 per cent
across-the-board cut. That meant a further
reduction of $1,325,598.
When the House Ways and Means
Committee finally presented the state
budget, the appropriation for Clemson was
down to $26,581,721. At that time, as expected, the General Assembly decided,
"under emergency economic conditions,
to allocate funds for fiscal 1975-76 to the
higher educational institutions on a basis
other than the formula developed by the
Commission on Higher Education under
mandate of the General Assembly."
State auditor Pat Smith was left to
distribute the $105,000,000 for higher
education.
Smith pointed out to the schools that the
areas he had to cut were due for a, 13 per
cent reduction; he was able to hold the cuts
in the higher education area to approximately five per cent. After hearing
Smith's recommendations, Edwards
related in a letter of May 16 to the Clemson
Board of Trustees, "that Clemson
University was prepared to accept and
support his recommendations. I further
stated that Clemson accepts its responsibility of carrying its share of the burden."
Smith's method of funding was
relatively simple. He took the 1974-75
adjusted appropriation (adjustment involved excluding auxiliary services appropriations for Clemson and USC for the
purchase of computer hardware),
multiplied it by the per cent increase in
enrollment of full time equivalent
students. To this figure he added an approximately 2.5 per cent increase in
money for personal service.
(This personal service figure in the
budgets is the money provided for salaries
of employees. According to Melford
Wilson, vice-president for business and
finance, this increase was provided to
(continued to page ten)
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and have access to limited student-locator
information, but it also will be the
scheduling center for outdoor recreational
areas and for meeting rooms.
Adjacent to this area will be the Union's
program offices and travel center. Offices
for the program director, his assistant and
the recreation coordinator will be located
there. The travel center, manned by
student volunteers, will provide information and services for local, national
and international travelers.
Plans call for moving the Union's administrative offices to the seventh level
above the loggia shortly after the loggia is
completed. Offices for the Union's director
and business manager and for a secretary
will occupy the space once used for Dean
Deloney's offices.
The television lounge on the seventh
level will remain as will the placement
library and interview area. The placement
office has already been moved into the
former residence hall offices on the
seventh floor.
The Chronicle, Taps, WSBF and the
Tiger will continue to share the eighth and
ninth levels above the loggia.
Bowling lanes, a night club, a game
room, a billiards room, a lounge, a plaza, a
courtyard and a ballroom are all planned

Originally designed as a coffee house,
the night club must undergo a "few more
changes" before it will be finished, Hartzog stated. Once completed the club will
contain a portable stage and tables and
chairs and will have a seating capacity of
130. The room will be used for a variety of
special events and the first activity to be
held there will be a mime show planned for
mid-September.
Hartzog explained that efforts to get a
license to sell beer in the night club are
being made, and that the matter now rests
with the board of trustees. Should the
board approve the idea and should the
license be granted, the Union does not plan
to immediately begin selling beer on a
regular basis.
Hartzog noted that this semester beer
would be provided only for "special
events" held in the club. If "we get the
bugs out" of the system by next semester
(spring 1976) then selling beer might
become "a regular weekend thing." Then
sometime after that, assuming everything
goes well, beer might be sold everyday.
The game room consists of tables for
cards and table tennis and several coinoperated games such as pinball and
foosball. These, along with the pool tables
(continued to page nine)
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It was bound to happen. For
awhile, as ten-speed sales soared
and every city council boasted a
bike path plan, it seemed that
bikes would be hailed the
saviours of modern transit: the
no-gallons-per-mile answer to the
energy shortage. But now,
prepare for the bicycle backlash.
Two hairbingers of the coming
backlash surfaced recently. One,
a survey by a car insurance institute, purported to prove that
most car-bike accidents were
caused by bikers. With some glee
the institute heralded the fact
that 99 per cent of the bikers
involved in accidents were injured as opposed to only 1 per
cent of the motorists.
The other omen arrived more
subtly in an editorial in the
Christian Science Monitor
bewailing the ten-speed fad. "Ten
years ago it was a souped-up
Chevy; now it's a 10-speed
bicycle," grumbled the Monitor
writer. Ten-speeds really have
little to do with ecology, physical
fitness or fun, he said, they're
just another damnable way for
these kids to be "in."
Predictably, bikes have never
been much more than toys for
American industry. As bike sales
doubled in the past five years and
European models flooded the
market, American bike-makers
desperately tried to grab some of
the ten-speed market. So
desperately, in fact, that most of
them just slapped a derailleur,
hand brakes and the word
"racer" on their old clunkers and
crossed their fingers. So you
don't have to cross yours when
you buy, here are some basic
tips:
1. Buy at a bike store. Tenspeeds found at large chain
department stores are poorly
made as well as inexpertly
assembled — usually thrown
together by some stock boy right
after he blew up the basketballs.
If you ever needed to replace the
brake calipers, overhaul the
headset or just anything else, you
couldn't get replacement parts.
Even if you stole next door in the
dead of night and cannibalized
parts from the obnoxious tenyear-old's Sears racer, you
couldn't get them to fit yours
because of imprecise workmanship. To collect some strange

A chance and
a challenge

From rags to riches?
looks, just go into any department store and ask to see their
bicycle service department.
A good service department is a
touchstone for any good bike
shop. A well-stocked workshop is
a better guarantee than a
salesperson's smile. Also, don't
buy where they won't let you ride.
You can't buy a bike by brand or
component list, since all
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manufacturers note that components are subject to change
without notice and component
makers say the same. For this
reason, consumer ratings of tenspeed models are usually out-ofdate and misleading. So buy a
particular ten-speed only if you
like the way it rides, not because
Consumer Reports received a
good test model of it.
2. Lugged frames are best. In
the $100-$200 range, which is
where you should stay for your
first bike, look for a lugged
frame; that is, one in which the
steel tubes are connected by
sleeves rather than just welded
together. In addition, the lugs
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should be tapered, not just cut
straight across the tubing like a
pipe joint. Unlugged frames are
either heavy and unresponsive or
light and seriously weak. If you
hadn't guessed, most unlugged
frames are made in the US.
American bike-makers have
weakend their frames further by
removing the top tube to make a
"women's model." Unless you're

by neil klotz

planning on riding in a dress,
women should buy "men's
models" or one of the European
"unisex" bikes and adjust the
saddle forward to reach the
handlebars comfortably.
3. Avoid overlapping gears.
Unknown to many, not all tenspeed bikes have ten speeds. The
combination of five rear and two
front gears, or sprockets, can
create ten different speeds
(5x2equalsl0) — but not always.
If bike-makers don't put together
the right combination of
sprockets (and guess which
country most often doesn't), the
overlapping gears will result in
the feeling that you're shifting
but not doing anything.
There are some good gear
combinations for touring and
general use you can ask for.
These include: a rear sprocket
cluster ranging from 14 teeth to
32 teeth with two front sprockets
of 52 and 38 teeth or 52 and 40
teeth. Another good match is a 1434 rear cluster with 45- and 52teeth front sprockets.
One other thing: for oncearound-the-dorm usage three
speeds will serve you as well as
ten, but a five-speed bike is
usually a bad deal. They cost only
$10 to $20 less than a ten-speed,
are no less complex and don't
ride much better than a threespeed.
Ten-speed freaks or not, for
your brushes with the bicycle
backlash the two best books on
do-it-yourself repair I've found
are Derailleur Bicycle Repair
(XYZYX Corporation) and, for
more esoteric jobs, The Complete
Book of Bicycling by Eugene A.
61oane (Trident Press).

Politics, in the form of student government at
Clemson University, is something much less
than the art of the possible. It is at the same
time, however, something much more than just a
game for a few people who don't play football.
Exactly where between these two extremes the
present student government should be placed is
not clear, but what is clear is that now more than
ever student government has a chance to make a
place for itself on this campus.
The concrete symbol of this opportunity has
taken the shape of the long-awaited and longpromised student center. In addition to bowling
lanes and bright purple carpeting, the center
contains offices for student leaders, chambers
for the Student Senate and student courts and
several conference rooms. The new facilities are
certainly an improvement over the old accomodations afforded student government.
No longer will the president of the student body
be squeezed into a closet-size "office" hardly big
enough to accomodate a broom and dust pan. No
longer will the business of the president of the
Student Senate be conducted from a drawer in a
filing cabinet.
No longer will the President's Cabinet, the
Student Government Steering Committee, the
senate committees and the courts have to stand
in line to use THE conference room. No longer
will the student senators have to deliberate while
facing a laboratory table complete with gas and
water.
Now it will even be possible for the average
student to distinguish court members from
defendants at court meetings, if in no other way,
by noting where each is sitting. And, by the way,
now there will be room for observers at court
meetings.
The changes are long overdue, but in themselves they represent only so much brick and
mortar. The real opportunity for student
government to prove itself lies with the people
who will occupy the new offices and chambers.
The student body Presidency must be
strengthened and only Reggie Foster can
strengthen it. Foster has earned the office and
now he is faced with the task of making good the
promises of last semester's campaign. Students
need a strong leader and advocate; Foster must
fill the need.
The Student Senate must assert itself and only
those students who are elected to the senate en
accomplih the goal. Senators must become true
representatives of the students' will. Under the
leadership of Sam Ingram, the senate will be
expected to produce tangible results and the
record will indeed speak for itself.
The courts must reform and only those
students who serve on the courts can lead the
reforming effort. Court members must take
their judicial roles seriously. If court decisions
are to be respected, they must be well thoughtout
and court proceedings must be conducted in a
serious and deliberate manner.
These are the points upon which the prestige
and validity of student government rest. The new
housing accomodations are adequate to meet the
needs of student government and to temporarily
raise its prestige. We will just have to wait and
see if the new student government leaders prove
adequate to meet the needs of Clemson's student
body and to permanently raise student government's prestige.
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Where have all the president's men gone?
By Kerry Capps
Managing Editor
Watergate—The creature has been dead
for more than a year. The furor of investigations, impeachment proceedings
and court rulings has subsided. Many of
the main players in the Watergate drama
have managed to slip out of the news and
out of sight to the public.
Richard Nixon has just in the past two or
three weeks begun to come out of his selfimposed exile at San Clemente. President
Ford no longer has to offer frequent
defense of his decision to pardon Nixon.
Most of the others who were sentenced to
jail for their parts in Watergate-related
crimes have served their sentences in
what many critics have referred to as
"country club prisons" and are now back
leading their own private lives.
What has happened to these people in the
year since Watergate?
The answers, of course, are varied. The
only factor linking many of the men is that
they have been able to capitalize financially on their notoriety.
At least five Watergate figures have
written—or are in the process of writingbooks telling their versions of the
Watergate story.
Jeb Magruder, former deputy director
of the Committee to Re-elect the
President, served a seven-month jail
sentence and then published the first inside account of Watergate, An American
Tragedy.
Richard Nixon is reported to be working
daily on his memoirs to be published in
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1976 by Warner Paperbacks. He will
receive more than $2 million from the
book.
H.R. Haldeman, the only Watergate
figure still clinging to the contention that
he did nothing wrong, is in seclusion at his
Long Beach, Calif., home working on his
Watergate story.
Charles Colson, former special counsel
to the. president, served seven months for
obstructing justice, was converted to
Christianity, and he is now working on a
Watergate book for a religious publishing

house.
John Dean, the first insider to blow the
whistle on Nixon, served four months in
prison, and is now putting the final touches
on book due for publication this fall.
Alexander Butterfield, who disclosed the
existence of the infamous White House
tapes, has been offered a job as a
university president. Former Attorney
General Richard Kleindients is currently a
«Washington representative for an Algerian
government oil interets making $120,000 a
year. And then there is Frank Sturgis, one

of the original Watergate burglers, now
out of jail and working in a Miami furniture store.
But the clincher is Spiro Agnew, who had
his own scandal overshadowed by
Watergate. Agnew is working on a book—a
romantic novel for Playboy Press entitled
A Very Special Relationship. He is also
working as a representative for Arab
investors, and as his latest project, has
applied to be a Coors beer distributor in
Texas.
What a difference-a year makes."

TAPS

LODGE'S
GARDEN CENTER

Drop-in for new staff
Monday 7 p.m.

^>101 CLEMSON STREET^C"
CLEMSON.S.C. 29631
654-6055

Taps office
9th level, above loggia

HOME AND APARTMENT PLANTS

Visit Us For All Your Plant Needs
JERRY & JOAN LODGE

Anyone interested in
layout, writing, or photography welcome
No Experience Is Necessary

OFFERING ONE

FREE INDOOR
PLANT

2 DAYS ONLY
SAT. AUG. 30th
OLYMPUS 0M-1
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TO EACH STUDENT

$297.95

Fri. AUG. 29

With Presentation
Of This Coupon

ON AUGUST 22,
23, OR 25

FUJICAST701

IN STORE DEMO ON THE
COMPLETE 0M-$ SYSTEM

$198.75

Vivitar

H0TA FILTERS
Buy On* Set OWE FREE

CAMPUS CAMERA
341

University Sq. Mall
Clemson

220SC 2.8

$149.95

450S101.4

$224.95

ALL VIVITAR ELECTRONIC
FLASHES AND LENSES
IN STOCK ON SALE
654-6900
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Willie Nelson's western is country milestone
by Kerry Capps
Managing Editor
The Rolling Stone called it a
"phonographic western." But Willie
Nelson's The Red-Headed Stranger is
more than just another western—its like
an afternoon of classic reruns from
"Bonanza," "Gunsmoke" and John
Wayne movies.

songs written by others and molds them
together with a repeating theme verse and
a couple of his own songs.
In fact, Nelson wrote only one of the
narrative pieces on the album, "Blue Rock
Montana" — but his theme bridges and
arrangements are able to bring together

The arrangements are bogged down by
an overabundance of horns and unnecessary background vocals, and
Daltrey's vocal performance is generally
uninspired.

The album tells a story in a
chronological sequence without getting
bogged down with strained lyrics or sloppy
transitions. It's something that has rarely
been accomplished in popular music and
something that has never even been attempted on any significant scale in
country music.

The story's been told before — though
never exactly this way and seldom as
effectively.
The real strength of Nelson's story
comes in the way he takes unconnected

Like Daltrey, Ride a Rock Horse bears
little resemblance to Daltrey's work with
the Who. But the similarity between the
two end there. Whereas Daltrey provided a
smooth, sophisticated vehicle for the
artist's vocal talents, Ridge a Rock Horse
is glossy and over-produced.

Nelson, long ago branded as "not one of
us" and outcast by his fellow country
musicians for his unorthodox approach to
country music, has widened that gap with
The Red-Headed Stranger.

Nelson's red-headed stranger awakens
one morning to find his woman has left
town with an old love. His first reaction is
shock — then rage and finally insanity. He
goes on a rampage, killing his wife and her
lover. He then wanders about aimlessly,
killing those who cross him, drinking,
loving, remembering and regretting. Then
at the height of his emotional confusion,Jie
meets another woman and — as all good
westerns should — the story closes on a
hopeful, if not a happy note.

second solo album, attempts to recapture
the polish feel and texture of his first effort. It falls considerably short both in
terms of production and choice of
material.

BUDDY
RICH
AT
RAMAPO COLLEGE
NEW JERSEY

that he hardly listens to abstract jazz.
The two hour concert closed with "West
Side Story '75," from Rich's new album.
The selection contained a 15 minute drum
solo that brought down the house. He did
things on one base drum that Ginger Baker
needed two to do.
Rich played with such fury that even his
own bandsmen stood open-mouthed with
amazement.
Backstage Rich talked a few minutes
about the musicians he respects outside
his field. The best rock drummer, in his
opinion, is Carl Palmer of Emerson, Lake,
and Palmer. Two other outstanding rock
drummers, he said, are Daniel Seraphine
from Chicago and Bobby Colomby from
Blood, Sweat and Tears.
I personally would like to see more
concerts like this brought into this area to
give the students more musical variety. If
it is anything like this concert, you will not
be disappointed.

by David Schipper

NELSON
songs like Eddie Arnold's "I Couldn't
Believe It Was True," Fred Rose's "Blue
Eyes (Trying in the Rain," and Bill
Callery's "Can I Sleep in Your Arms" into
a cohesive musical synthesis.
It's a milestone for country music.
RIDE A ROCK HORSE
Roger Daltrey
RIDE A ROCK HORSE, Roger Daltrey's

The gym floor was covered with people
from all age groups. At 8:05 the band
struck the first note, beginning one of the
few concerts that started on time.
Buddy Rich and his Big Band are one of
the outstanding jazz bands of today. Even
with the 18 members in the band, Rich has
control over everything — from the songs
that are played to the soloists.
Unlike the abstract jazz played by Miles
Davis or Chick Corea, Rich plays a more
conservative style of jazz. In fact he stated

FORTHCOMING ALBUMS — The
Allman Brothers' Win, Lose, or Draw ...
The Marshall Tucker Band's Searching
For A Rainbow ... Bobby Whitlock's One
Of A Kind ... Rod Stewart's Atlantic
Crossing ... Herbie Mann's Water Bed ...
Labelle's Phoenix ... Stevie Wonder's
Questions And Answers ... Loggins and
Messina's Native Son ... J. D. Souther's
Black Rose.

Books...

Books analyse cult of U.S. intelligence
The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence by
Victor Marchetti and John D. Marks;
State Secrets, Police Surveillance in
America and Nark by Joe Eszterhas.
(CPS)—The US government has ten
distinct agencies which together spend
well over $6 billion annually gathering and
analyzing foreign and domestic intelligence.
This "intelligence community," including the Army, Navy and Air Force
Intelligence, the National Security
Agency, the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), by its own admission
has engaged in a massive overlap of activities.
Given huge amounts of money and
personnel, the possibility for useless,
excessive, and—as recent reports have
confirmed—criminal surveillance, is
immense.
These three books, The CIA and the Cult
of Intelligence, State Secrets and Nark
each analyze from a different viewpoint
the threat surveillance agencies pose to
our society—one rapidly being suffocated
by data-gathering units and systems.
Each book, through its accounting of
, surveillance methods, concludes that a
• -fear o£ -criminal- behavior«and political

repression by state police is well founded.
As the most terrifying of the three books,
The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence is an
extremely enlightening and wellorganized work that explores the structure, mentality and covert activities of
that agency. A 14-year veteran of the CIA,
author Marchetti writes with an authority
unique in the world of police-watchers.
Readers will have a difficult time
ingesting all the CIA's incredible activities. Marchetti's calm narrative style
belies the shock value of such CIA exploits
as bombing runs by its own B-26s, the
attempted overthrow of Indonesian
President Sukarno in 1958, the infiltration
of college campuses and the unscrupulous
ownership and management of dozens of
front organizations—ranging from airlines
to radio stations.
Marchetti's clear and comprehensive
bias does not damage the book's
credibility, which has been strengthened
by the agency's intense opposition to its
publication. The CIA failed in its attempt
to halt publication but did manage to
delete 168 passages which it claimed were
harmful to national security.
These deletions may still be reinstated
by court order, but rather than delay
publication, the editors decided to publish

the book with blank spaces indicating the
exact location and length of the deletions.
They published in boldface 171 other
passages that the CIA originally ordered
excised and then reluctantly permitted to
be reinstated.
Despite his obvious disgust with what
the CIA has become, Marchetti contends
that the CIA has a legitimate right to exist
"as a coordinating agency responsible for
gathering, evaluating and preparing
foreign intelligence," as its charter
provides.
Unfortunately, he says, this function has
assumed a secondary importance and the
CIA has become "an operational arm,
independent and unaccountable...whose
purpose is interference in the domestic
affairs of other nations."
While The CIA primarily analyzes
surveillance abroad, State Secrets
examines how federal and local police
monitor political activists.
In six essays the three authors of State
Secrets analyze the effectiveness of
provacateurs, wiretaps, informers,
electronic surveillance, grand juries,
grants of immunity, data banks and
computer interfacing.
This attempt to touch on all aspect of the
government's invasion of privacy is, in
• fact, io» energetie,*giving readers more

material than they can comprehend
without a well organized framework.
As a whole, however, the book elicits
from the reader its intended alarm over
police infringement of constitutional
freedoms and each essay makes for
fascinating reading.
A more narrow analysis of police
misconduct is found in Nark, a compilation
of three stories detailing the methods and
psychology of narcotic agents whom
Eszterhas labels not policemen, but
"deputized gangsters."
Eszterhas, a contributing editor to
Rolling Stone magazine, uses a very fluid
literary style resulting in a readable new
journalism account of three tragic tales in
the narcotic agent's misshaped and
paranoid world.
Eszterhas' personal sense of tragedy
carries through the book and brings home
its theme that there is an inherent human
tragedy in posing informers as friends,
and that surveillance conducted in an
atmosphere of terror has a destructive
effect on agents, victims and eventually
the country's well-being.
This, after all, is the real danger in the
overzealous attempts of law enforcement
agencies to control every political and
personal abberation from the, .middle
American ideal.
' ' *•*•' '
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Features Staff

Wanted: Actors, singers, dancers, and
stage technicians for the Clemson Players
production of "Promises, Promises," the
Neil Simon-Burt Bacharach Broadway hit
musical. Tryouts will be held at 7 p.m.
Monday in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
The auditions are open to all students
and will be preceded by a general meeting
of The Players at 6:30 for all those interested in theater.
Persons trying out for singing parts may
either bring their own music or prepare a
selection from the show. An accompanist
will be provided.

SATURDAY
. Registration will beein at 9:30 a.m. for
the 'Y' Chess Tournament, with rounds
beginning at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., and 6 p.m.
There will be two divisions: rated, and
unrated. Entrance fees for the tournament
are $2 for the rated division, and 75c for the
unrated. Trophies will be awarded for the
first three places in each division.

August 30 will bring a tubing trip down
section two of the Chatooga River. Those
participating will leave Clemson at 9 a.m.
and return by 4 p.m. All equipment will be
provided for a charge of $1.50. Sign up will
be at the Union Information Desk.
The Gutter Coffee House will host Fan
Owen, a performer who combines vocals
and guitar work. Shows are at 9,10, and 11
p.m. with a 50c donation asked.

FRIDAY
A Beer Garden with Ruby Red's
Warehouse Band will be held on the lawn
behind the Hanover House 4-7 p.m. Cost is
five beers for $1.

A trip to Sliding Rock in the Pisgah
National Forest will leave Clemson at 9
a.m. and return by 5 p.m. This trip is
limited to twenty persons—sign up at the
Union Information Desk in the Y. Cost is
$1.50.
The Sunday Free Flick is "Son of Kong"
at the Y theatre at 8 p.m. (yes freshmen,
there is something here that's free!)

The movie is "Slaughterhouse Five" at
the Y theatre, with shows at 7 and 9 p.m..
Admission is 50 cents.

THE FUCK

Aug. 22-23—Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band and the Bobby Whitlock Band,
Electric Ballroom, Atlanta, Ga:
Aug. 22—Graham Central Station, The
Omni, Atlanta, 8 p.m.

CLEMSON

Aug. 26— Ike and Tina Turner, The
Nightclub, Atlanta.

Astro III: "Race With the Devil"
The Clemson Theatre: "Lenny"

Aug. 27—Steppenwolf, The Nightclub,
Atlanta.

EASLEY

THURSDAY
THE MOVIE AT THE "Y" will be
"Chinatown," showing at 6:45 and 9 p.m.
through Saturday, with the usual 50c
admission.

Aug. 22-23—Linda Ronstadt, Carowinds
Amusement Park, Charlotte, N.C., shows 8
p.m. and 10 p.m., tickets $6.50.

Aug. 22-23—Cheech and Chong, Great
Southeast Music Hall, Atlanta, shows 8:30
and 10:30.

-inema

SUNDAY

Union Events

Concerts

COMING SOON

Aug. 28—Jazz guitarist Larry Cory ell,
The Night Club, Atlanta.

The Mall Cinema 1: "Mandingo"
The Mall Cinema II: "Race with the
Devil"
Colony: "Jaws"

Aug. 30—Ray Stevens, Six Flags.
Atlanta.
Oct. 19—Rod Stewart and the Faces, the
Omni, Atlanta.

GREENVILLE

Any organization interested in having
their events noted in "Tidbits and Acorns," should type the announcement and
leave it in my box in the Tiger office no
later than noon Monday for the Thursday
issue. The announcements are subject to
editing.

Mall Cinema: "White Line Fever"
Camelot One: "Race with the Devil"
Camelot Two: "Beyond the Door"
The Flick: W. C. Fields in "Man on the
Flying Trapeze"

IS NOW IN CLEMSON....
AND GOING TO THE MOVIES WILL NEVER AGAIN BE THE SAME!

LATE SHOW
show times
Thur.-Fri.
7:30 & 9:15
Sat.-Sua
2:15-4:00
5:45-7:30
9:15

11:30 P.M.
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
All Seats $2.00
(Separate admission
from regular show)

Mon.-Thurs.
3:30
7:30-9:15

LARRY KRAMERano MARTIN ROSEN
present KEN RUSSELL'S lilmol

D.H.LAWRENCE'S

"WOMEN
f IN LOVE"
COLOR by Deluxe" United Artists

FROM FIELDS TO FELLINI...FROM BOGART TO BERGMAN...WEEK
AFTER WEEK THE FLICK IS YOUR THEATRE WITH A DIFFERENCE...LOCATED ON THE PENTHOUSE LEVEL OF THE NEW
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL (Next to Hardee's)...TELEPHONE 654-6500
i
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Placement officer comments on job market
By Jack A. McKenzie
"The person who gets hired is not
necessarily the person who is best
qualified—it is the person who knows the
most about the job search." This is the
word from Alfred Mathiasen, Jr., Clemson's new placement director.
Mathiasen, who was graduated from
West Point, holds a masters degree from
Syracuse, and has done graduate work at
Wright State University in Ohio, succeeds
Greg Hughes in the placement office.

Hughes retired in June of this year after
having served as placement director for 20
years.
In discussing the duties of his office,
Mathiasen noted, "We provide a service
for all students on campus." He listed
publishing placement bulletins, maintinaing the placement library, providing
duplication services and coordinating
campus recruiting as ways the placement
office serves the students.
He emphasized that he stands ready to
offer guidance to students attemDtine to

iiiirmi ii eo^
Starts Wed.
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7 Days Only
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Ends Tue. Aug. 26
Carrol Jo Hummer—
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had enough!

WHjTEJJNE
FEVER
A COLUMBIA PICTURES <ro
INTERNATIONAL CINE MEDIA CENTER PRESENTATION

The Book
Exchange

formulate career goals and he stressed the
importance of setting such goals. "To
freshmen, sophomores and juniors I say,
'Don't wait until you're a senior. We want
to help you now to formulate your career
goals.' "
He invited all students to come by or call
the placement office, which is located on
the seventh level above the loggia in the
old residence hall offices, for information
or advice. The number is 656-2152.
Mathiasen advised that seniors and
graduate students should take note of the
new recruiting season which will begin on
October 6. He stated that he plans to
provide the Tiger with announcements of
planned visits by recruiters so that this
information can be published in the paper
at least two weeks in advance of such
visits. Complete recruiting schedules will
be placed on departmental bulletin boards.
The new director urged that seniors and
graduate students attend a meeting
planned for 5 p.m. August 25 in Brackett
Hall Auditorium at which important jobsearch information will be discussed.
In addition to holding this initial
meeting, Mathiasen is working on plans
for a series of sessions to be conducted
during the year at which job-seekers will
be exposed to the finer points of the job
search, such as how to write resumes. The
director indicated that the amount of interest shown in such classes will determine the number of classes held.
Mathiasen called "the frustration of the
rejection" the biggest problem encountered by students seeking jobs. He
warned that students should not get
discouraged and should realize that
looking for a job is "hard workfrustrating work." He stated that 80 per
cent of all job vacancies are never listed

and that good jobs are available. "You just |
have to find them," he commented.
The biggest complaint voiced by 1
recruiters, according to Mathiasen, is that
applicants "don't know anything about the
company or industry" involved. He explained that this is the case at many I
schools, not just at Clemson, and he emphasized the importance of job applicants
learning everything possible about a
company before going to the company's
interview.
Mathiasen described the present job
market as "tight" but he also commented,
"Good jobs are available; it's just harder j
to find them now." He listed computer;
science health-related and engineering
majors as having the best chance to secure,,
employment. Liberal arts majors and]
teachers are likely to have the most dif-j
ficult problems finding good jobs.
Difficulty, however, does not mean
hopelessness according to the placement
officer. Students in low-demand majors
can still favorably impress prospective
employers. Liberal arts students, for
example, can emphasize their broad
educational background and their
"trainability." Mathiasen explained, "He
(a liberal arts major) must convince the
company he can be trained. He should take
a couple of salable courses to get his foot in
the door."
Though prospects for the future job
market are far from encouraging,
Mathiasen noted the college graduate will
continue to have an advantage over noncollege graduates in looking for work. The
college student may well find underemployment—the absence of jobs
meeting the student's abilities and
potential—to be a larger problem than
unemployment.

Come to where
the fun begins...
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Jervey named
to head board

Edwin Newman names those
who misuse English language
"We are in the presence of a general
decline in our language. This reflects to
some extent the state of our society. It also
helps bring about that state."
This is the message Edwin Newman,
NBC correspondent and author of the
recently published book, "Strictly
Speaking: Will America Be the Death of
English?", brought to the English
department's symposium "Why Can't
They Write?" held this week in Daniel
Hall.
Newman was the featured speaker at the
symposium which was described as being
"designed for every one concerned with
written communication, whether in
education, business, industry, agriculture
or the professions." In addition to the
English department, sponsors of the threeday event included the College of Liberal
Arts, the S.C. Committee for the
Humanities and the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
Other guest speakers participating in
the symposium were Judith Younger, dean
of the Syracuse University College of Law;
Diane Strommer, associate dean of the
College of Liberal Arts at Texas A&M
University; Claude Faulkner, chairman of
the University of. Arkansas's English
department and author of "Writing Good

Sentences"; and Fred Macintosh, director
of advanced writing courses at the
University of North Carolina.
Language critic Newman spared little
mercy in citing those members of
American society who he charged have
contributed most to the decline of
language. Television and the press, sports
writers and announcers, the New York
Times, and the social sciences were each
taken to task. He quoted numerous
examples from these sources to support
his accusations.
Of the social sciences he stated, "It may
be that the worst influence on language
comes from the social sciences in which
vast activity is devoted to taking clear
ideas and making them opaque. The social
sciences have created a world in which
speaking and writing have become
communication skills, in which on-going
consortia work out interdisciplinary approaches, and in which the module is all."
Newman concluded his address by
commenting, "People are forever quoting
Benjamin Franklin, coming out of the
Constitutional Convention, being asked
what kind of government the Convention
was giving the country, and replying, 'A
republic—if you can keep it.' We were also
given a language, if we can keep it."

Frank Johnstone Jervey, a life trustee at
Clemson University since 1965, has been
elected by members of the board of
trustees as its president pro tern.
Jervey, 82, succeeds former S. C. Sen.
Edgar A. Brown who died following an
automobile accident June 26. Brown's
devotion to Clemson began in 1934. By then
a veteran of five years in the S. C. Senate,
he was named by the General Assembly to
one of six positions it elects on Clemson's
board of trustees. According to his
biographer, Brown had never set foot in a
college until he came to Clemson as a
trustee.
Brown's leadership in the state senate,
the Democratic Party and the Clemson
board of trustees was recognized in 1955
when his adopted alma mater bestowed an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree on him.
Brown was elected president of the
board in 1966. In 1969 the board presented a
resolution honoring him on his 81st birthday and six days later passed a
resolution requesting that he "make
available to Clemson University the letters, papers and memorabilia of his
remarkable life to be preserved and
protected for posterity in an appropriate
room, to be named after him, in the Robert
Muldrow Cooper Library."
When the room was dedicated in 1971,
Brown reflected upon his long public

service in South Carolina and said, "There
is nothing I feel will be more lasting than
what I have tried to contribute to Clemson."
On Brown's death, Clemson President
Robert C. Edwards released the following
statement:
"This state will always remember Sen.
Brown for his lifelong career of public
service in government. His contributions
in the areas of human relations and
education are cornerstones of his greatness.
" ... Clemson University will cherish his
memory because of his wise counsel and
leadership as president of the board of
trustees.
(continued to page sixteen)
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Bookstore's problems discussed
In an effort to comply with a resolution
passed by the University Bookstore
Advisory Committee, John Cureton,
manager of the bookstore, has provided
the Tiger with a schedule of the
bookstore's operating hours for 14 days of
the fall semester. Cureton also discussed
some of the other resolutions passed last
semester by the committee and commented on some of the problems facing the
bookstore.
The committee cited lack of awareness
by students of the bookstore's "extra hours

of operation at the beginning of the
semester" as a possible cause for the
traditional long lines waiting to get into the
bookstore during the first few days
following each registration period. The
committee suggested that "all channels
possible" be used to advertise the hours.
Cureton, an ex-officio member of the
panel, explained that the bookstore does
advertise its hours on posters and on
WSBF. He expressed willingness to
provide the Tiger with such information in
an effort to further publicize the operating

hours.
Student buying habits, however
another cause for the long waiting iinl
according to Cureton. The number
students visiting the bookstore rapid.
decreases after 5:30 p.m. each day and]
very low on Saturday afternoon
semester the bookstore will be open
Sunday afternoon, August 24, but Curet]
expressed doubts that students will ta3
advantage of the extra hours.
Another major concern of the commits
(continued to page fifteen!
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Student Union
(continued from page one)
in the billiards room are open now to
students.
A lounge is adjacent to the night club.
Hartzog described this area as a place
where people can "sit and talk" and spend
time while waiting for a bowling lane or
pool table to become available.
Once work on the loggia has been
completed, attention will be given to
creating a ballroom in one end of Harcombe Commons. An area from about
where line one of the dining hall is now to
where Harcombe meets A section of
Johnstone Hall will be used for this purpose. Although rest rooms and an entrance
way have been built, work on the ballroom
itself will not be done for several months.
The upper portion of the outdoor areas of
the complex has been designated "the
plaza" while the lower section has been
christened "the courtyard." The two
regions will be used for a wide variety of
musical and giant-banana-split type activities.
Student Governmnet will occupy the
third major division of the complex. The
Student Senate chamber is at the end of the

building closest to C section of Johnstone
and is balanced by the student courts
chamber of the other end of the building.
Between the two chambers are the student
government office, the student body
president's office, the Student Senate
president's office, the student body vice
president's office, the attorney general's
office and a number of conference rooms.
Parts of the student government section
will be used by the Union for scheduling
other events.
The total cost of the entire building
project will be approximately $3,200,000.
Management of the Student Union activities will continue to be handled by the
Union's staff and Butch Trent will remain
director of the Union.
Policies for the Union are set by the
Student Union Governing Board which will
decide such matters as operating hours.
The board has a book of policies now in
effect, but Hartzog expects that these
policies will be modified to meet the needs
accompanying the new facilities.
A special! attraction of the loggia and
recreation-activity areas will be the use of
video tapes. Monitors set up on the loggia

and at various spots in the recreationactivity areas will show movies, concerts,
and documentaries for college students.
Plans to build a canopy on the east side
of the loggia have been modified so as to
allow for the magnolia trees there.
Plans for the grand opening ceremony
call for appearances by representatives of
national student activity associations and
by professional billiards and bowling
experts.
The present home of the Union, the
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YMCA, will continue to be used for
meetings. The movie theater, remodeled
last year, will remain in use.
Expansion of the Union's facilities has
led to expansion of the Union's staff. New
positions which have been filled include
bowling
maintenance
supervisor,
secretary for the program staff, information desk supervisor and recreation
coordinator. Positions open to students
involve game room supervision and
general operational staff work.
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maintain "the same level of staffing but to
provide for incremental increases as
planned due to longevity" or other things
related to the classification system.)
The method used by Smith accomplished
its purpose, lopping about $5 million off the
budgets for higher education. The method
cut $1,288,417 from Clemson's budget. In
the final budget, Clemson received
$25,293,304—only a slight increase over
funding for the last fiscal year. The cuts
that came between October, 1974, and
June, 1975, resulted in the loss of $3,596,934
in expected appropriations.
As soon as the appropriations bill
passed, University officials began
studying priority lists to handle the loss of
the expected $3.6 million.
The budget for fiscal year 1975-76, with
recommended cuts summarized, was
approved by the Board of Trustees on June
28.
ANOTHER CUT IS POSSIBLE
The money for this year is not certain
even now. The governor has stated that the
Budget and Control Board will be studying

COX

actual revenues collected during the first
three months of the fiscal year and the
books, as finalized for the last year.
"A decision will be made as to whether
or not it is necessary for the Budget and
Control Board to order any adjustment in
the appropriations that were passed by the
General Assembly and are reflected in the
operating budgets currently," explained
President Edwards. "And when I say an
adjustment, I am of course talking about a
reduction of funds."
Such a cut is not impossible in a state
where an unbalanced budget is unconstitutional. In 1970, then Governor
Robert McNair ordered a six per cent
reduction in funding after recommendations of the Budget and Control
Board were made in December.
The action resulted in a loss of six per
cent of a year's funds in only six months.
At that time, as now, Clemson was unable
to purchase academic equipment.
Emergency, catch-up funding was
provided by the General Assembly in 1973.
Of this funding, $1,611,000 was for equipment purchases and $210,000 was for use
by the library. All authorities agree,
surplus funds are not likely to be available
for emergency funding of the nature
provided in 1973.
One member of the Board of Trustees

doesn't think an additional cut is likely.
State Senator James Waddell of Beaufort
stated, "We all know the last cut was
scatterbrained. I don't think we are going
to see that. Let's be realistic' it is an
election year."
BUDGET CUTS HURT ACADEMIC
AREAS
Before approving the university budget
on June 28, the Board of Trustees heard
from Wilson, who summarized the handling of the $3.6 million in cuts. The cuts
reduce the money for faculty, academic
equipment, fixed charges such as services
and supplies, preventative and routine
maintenance and other equipment.
The reduction in faculty caused some
courses to be cancelled and some to be
offered with a reduced number of sections.
"This affects the election of free electives
by the student," according to Victor Hurst,
vice-president for academic affairs. "The
colleges will take care of their majors
first," he related. Two examples of cutbacks in the University given by Hurst
were that in the College of Agricultural

B.G.BANTA

Sciences, nine courses offer a reduced
number of sections and eight will not be
offered this year. In the College of Liberal
Arts 12 sections have been deleted across
the board.
In the area of services, supplies and
fixed charges, cutbacks amounting to
$680,000 were approved. This creates a
problem, according to Wilson, because
"with the same money, we can get less"
due to inflation.
Citing energy price escalation as a
major problem, Wilson predicted a
$300,000 increase in energy costs for the
University this year. Work orders for
preventative and routine maintainance
are being held "amounting to $700,000,
because we don't have the money to fund
them," stated Wilson.
"It takes approximately $2 million worth
of equipment to keep this institution,
scientifically and technically based as it is,
in up-to-date equipment." Wilson continued, "Our funds for equipment this year
($340,000) are very, very small. Much of it
is a carry-over from last year." "When
you divide that much among the nine
colleges and the library, you really don't
have very much," Hurst maintained.
Also involved in cutbacks was $200,000 in
other equipment. This involves anything
needed in areas outside the academic

Clemson o\
departments, such as equipment for the
physical plant and office equipment. One
reduction in this area involved the purchase of $40,000 of recreational equipment
for Fike Recreation Center, according to
Walter Cox, vice-president for student
affairs.
"The short term looks very, very
rough—especially the next three or four
years," stated Hurst. "But I think we're
going to come through and survive."
STUDENT AFFAIRS BENEFITS FROM
FEE INCREASE
An increase in the university fee of $10 is
to be used for new programs in student
affairs according to Cox. Edwards has
stated that some of the $10 was to provide
for compliance with Title IX. He told the
trustees that "as far as I know, we are
prepared to move as we should, in compliance with not only the law, but also the
spirit of it."
Additional women's programs have
been added in the athletic department,
bringing the total to four varsity sportsbasketball, swimming, tennis and fencing.
To support these additional programs, the
athletic department will get an additional
$23,000, Cox revealed.
The remainder of the $10 thatCox states,
"was intended to be reasonable" will go to
fund the University Union and Fike
Recreation Center.
The University Union "will be fully
funded," Cox maintained. Their budget for
the year will be $106,350, up $75,000 from
past years. The increase is to be used in
both operation and programming with
provisions for hiring a bowling alley
technician and a receptionist, according to
Cox.
Fike is to get additional funds to support
the new facilities. "We did not fund
equipment for $40,000 for intramural
sports. That's being held off, but they had
an increase of nearly $12,000," statedCox.
"We were able to go right along with the
student budget recommendations," Cox
maintained. One minor change he cited
was an increase in funding for the
cheerleaders of $750. Clemson has "about
as much money for student activities as we
had a year ago" Cox maintained, referring
to the old activities. "I don't think student
activities and programs will suffer."
Cox stated the future cuts from the
student affairs budget if funding problems
continue was possible but not likely.
Comparing the student affairs sector's
$600,000 to the $2 million needed each year
for academic equipment he said, "Taking
money from us and giving it to academics
would be like the bucket robbing the
thimble to get relief."
In summing up Cox stated, "Students
might be a little better off, but it's costing
them a little more."
EDWARDS EMPHASIZES EQUIPMENT
NEEDS
In his remarks to the Board of Trustees
on June 28, Edwards stated, "There is no
way in the world that at Clemson
University, as a land grant university
serving this state—producing engineers,
producing agricultural scientists,
producing architects, producing people
that have to be developed and conducting
the research that has to be conducted and
performing the services that have to be
performed, if they are to be performed in
South Carolina—if the tools to do the job
aren't available, that the job is going to get
done.
"This university—as it has grown and
developed its programs and reached the
level of quality that we have—is either
going to be maintained or it isn't. And the
difference between the two is going to be
whether or not the money is available."
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By John Rowntree
Editor-in-chief
There is no where in South Carolina that
the formula approach to funding has come
under more fire than at Clemson. Paul
McAlister, a Laurens lawyer who serves
on the board of trustees and is Clemson
member on the Commission for Higher
Education (CHE) is an outspoken critic.
"You can do anything you want with the
formula. I say the formula is a
mathematical manipulation of numbers.
And that is all I can see to it."
The thirteen-step formula that has been
the object of much discussion at Clemson
and in the General Assembly determines
"realistic lump-sum appropriations,
computed impartially by using actual
enrollments, proven student-faculty
ratios, uniform salary assumptions, and
justifiable average percentages to covert
the agreed functions of the institutions,"
according to the formula instructions.
The steps of the formula, as used for
1975-76 budgets were as follows:
One- "Estimate the number of student
credit hours to be produced, by level of
instruction and academic area.
Two- "Divide undergraduate credit
hours by 15
Masters level by 9
Doctoral credit hours by 6
to determine the number of FTE (full time
equivalent) students to be taught.
Three- "To find the number of FTE
teaching faculty positions required, divide
the number of FTE students at each level
and in the academic area by an appropriate student-faculty ratio." The
ratios are provided by CHE and are for
example "liberal arts and social sciences,
20:1, science including mathematics
18:1."
Four- "Compute the cost of teaching
faculty salaries as follows: (a) Of the total
number of FTE teaching faculty salaries
as follows: (a) Of the total number of FTE
teaching faculty positions required
determine the proportion to be filled by
teaching assistants. Multiply the number
of FTE teaching assistants required by
$6,149. (b) Multiply the remaining number
of FTE teaching faculty positions
required: by $15,375 for main campus
operations of the two universities, or by
$14,376 for the six colleges, or by $11,289 for
the regional campuses.
Five- "For the two universities add 40
per cent, for the six colleges add 35 per
cent, and for the regional campuses add 30
per cent of total teaching salary
requirements to provide for instructional
costs other than teaching salaries, dean's
and department heads' salaries,
secretaries and clerks, non-teaching
graduate assistants, supplies, equipment,
travel, telephone, etc.
"Teaching faculty salaries plus teaching
faculty support equal total instructional
costs.
Six- "Add ten per cent of total instructional costs to cover libraries, including acquisitions and operations. '
Seven- "Add the average of three years'
actual expenditures for operation and
maintenance of physical plant.
Eight- "Add 26 per cent of total instructional costs to cover general administration, student services, general
institutional expense, organized activities
related to educational departments, and
extension and public service.
Nine- "Add the amounts calculated in
Steps 4,5,6, 7 and 8 to determine the costs
of basic educational and general
operations of each university main
campus, each college, and the regional
campus sytem.
Ten- "Estimate the amount of student
fee income, an excess of summer school
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fficials dislike 'improvements in CHE formula
revenue over incremental expenditures,
An example of how the formula works,
miscellaneous revenue from sales and or doesn't, is the case of money for support
services, and income from federal or local of ROTC programs for the 1975-76 fiscal
governments to be received in support of year. The formula provided the support by
educational and general operations.
a statement in step 12. "Use steps 5 and 8
Eleven- "Subtract the amount computed as if step 4b salary applied to officers
under step 10 from the corresponding actually furnished." By using this method
amount computed in step nine. This of funding the support, Clemson was able
determines the lump sum state ap- to request $198,826. "This does not mean
propriation requested for basic that is what it costs us, that is just how
educational and general operations, much this formula gave us under their
subject to adjustment for actual fall terms," according to Melvin Barnette,
enrollments.
assistant vice-president for budget and
Twelve- calculate any "special funding systems. He went on to say that "We
over and above that provided under step followed their instructions fully, but when
11.
they saw what it did, they weren't too
Thirteen- "Separate funding may also be happy about it."
requested for separately budgeted
FUNDING IMPROVEMENTS
research, including operation of special
bureaus and institutes and the univerDISCOURAGING
sities' general research supplement of $150
per FTE graduate student. These requests
"The original formula, as it was
should be listed individually and justified adopted, hasn't been structurally changed.
fully."
But every year, it is reviewed and changes
According to Melford Wilson, vice are made and indicated as 'improvements'
president for business and finance, "The in the budget formula," according to R. C.
formula, to really be fully effective, would Edwards, president of Clemson Univerhave to take into consideration the dif- sity. This year's improvements have failed
ferent missions (of the institutions) and to produce happiness at the two state
would have to have a different base from universities. Under step two, the division
the credit hour base."
for determining doctoral FTE students has
Another problem in the formula is the been changed from six to nine. The
basic premise that the formula is a automatic result is, with the same number
"funding formula not spending formula," of credit hours being taught, there are 33
according to Wilson. He continued, "There per cent fewer students. Therefore in step
is no real relationship between the formula three there are 33 per cent fewer faculty
and its component parts and what is members needed and throughout the rest
required to do anything that you do." of the formula all support monies and
McAlister complains, "There is no in- library monies are reduced. As if that was
formation, there is no audit, there is no not enough of a reduction, the CHE also
check-up of any kind to see how this money raised 66 per cent of the student-faculty
ratios at the graduate two (doctoral) level.
is actually spent."

^**«\x

The CHE also raised student-faculty
ratios in two-thirds of the undergraduate
and masters and professional areas. For
example the ratio for undergraduate
programs in agriculture (including
forestry) was 12:1. Now with the ratio at
13:1, it takes 13 faculty members to teach
169 FTE student. With the old ratio it took

$623,392. Increased student-faculty ratios
reduced funding by $2,065,025. Changes in
the method of calculating money needed
for physical plant operations were down by
$176,998. The method of funding support
for ROTC was changed reducing funding
by $127,084, according to the May letter.
Even with the change in the amount of
the general research supplement, the loss
of graduate FTE students resulted in a
reduction of $11,850. And two items not
included in the list of allowable items in
step 12, that had been funded in the past,
reduced the total by $923,385.
The total reduction in steps 1-11 was
$2,369,107.
McAlister emphatically stated in the
June trustees' meeting, "These figures, of
going from $29 million under the tormuia
to a 3.3 million reduction, clearly indicate
what you can do with the formula. And that
is you can do anything you want with the
formula."
"FUNDING REQUEST FOR 1976-77"

EDWARDS

ROWNTREE

14. The salary of the lost faculty member is
not funded, nor the support that goes with
it, nor the support for the library, nor the
aid to general administration costs.
After describing the present faculty
situation as "squeezed", Edwards related
to the board of trustees that "the impact
of what has been changed in steps one and
two would take out of the faculty 65 people.
This is predicated on teaching the same
things and the same number of students as
the present year." Edwards went on to
criticize the change in graduate FTE
calculations. "We are being forced back
into the state college level," he maintained.
Another change in the formula was an
increase in the genral research supplement provided for each graduate
student. The figure was raised from $150 to
$250. McAlister was critical of the manner
in which the new figure was determined.
"In the meeting it was almost like an
auction. There was discussion about
raising this and one member said, without
any facts, let's make it $175 and another
said wait a minute, in a lot of graduate
courses it doesn't take any more than $40
or $50 for research. Sure it doesn't in some
liberal arts courses, but it may take
thousands in some of the engineering
courses. Someone said it should be $350
and finally they ended up with $250."
"It was perfectly obvious that the impact of the changes was going to be
significant. So, what we did was to take the
1975-76 basic data to which was applied the
1976-77 changes and recomputed it on the
basis of the new formula. The changes that
are involved represent what was to me a
startling situation," Edwards related to
the trustees meeting.
In a letter prepared for several members of the CHE in May, Edwards stated
that the changes "have the net effect of
reducing the level of funding under the
formula to approximately the level contained in the General Appropriations Bill
for 1975-76." This figure was after the
series of cuts that led to a reduction of $3.6
million from the original CHE recommendation of October, 1974.
The net impact of the changes amounted
to the loss of $3,304,315 with last year's
figures. The change in the credit hours for
doctral FTE students amounted to

Under new requirements for submission
of funding requests, Clemson was
required to submit, to the CHE, its
steps 12 and 13 requests for
the
1976-77
fiscal
year
on
August 1. The remainder of the formula
request will be submitted, as always, in
late September. Edwards argued against
the new deadline when it was selected and
reiterated his complaint when he made the
submission on August 1. He said in a letter
to Dr. Howard Boozer, executive director
of the CHE, "Upon completion of our total
request based on program planning, we
will make any revisions that appear
necessary in steps 12 and 13." He recently
indicated to the Tiger that "the information in steps 12 and 13 will be
modified. I don't think it will be modified
significantly."
The six item tentative request for step 12
funding amounts to $2,705,892. It includes
$325,000 to buy the second increment in
equipment for the textile department that
was to be funded in 1975-76. Also included
is $1.9 million to be used to buy needed
educational equipment that was not purchased during the 1975-76 fiscal year, "to
cover only the most critical needs."
The separately budgeted research
requested, step 13, amounts to $1,747,619.
An additional $178,700 is being requested
to go to teaching and research in water and
sewage. This is money Clemson is
required to spend under laws charging it
with the training and certification of
operators in these areas, according to
Edwards. Clemson officials and officials of
CHE could not decide if the money should
be under step 12 or step 13. In the August 1
request, the money is included and
justified in an attachment after the step 13
request and is labelled step 12, special
funding requested, or step 13, seperately
budgeted research.
If the reduction in funding comes near
the figures, prepared by the officials of
Clemson University, for steps 1-11 and
there are no drastic changes in steps 12
and 13, Clemson will request slightly over
$30 million in funding when Edwards goes
before the CHE for his thirty minute
presentation October 8.
That would be a reduction from the
initial request of last year qf almost $1.5
million.
President Edwards in discussing the
funding problems, told the board of
trustees on June 28, "We can live with it
for a year. We recognize this. We can't live
with it and be Clemson University on an
ongoing basis."
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GOME JOIN
THE FON ft TRY FOR PRIZES

OPENING

AUG. 29 ft 30

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

WIN

FRI. - 2:00-6:00

A GOLFERS
WEEKEND FOR TWO
AT
MYRTLE REACH

"JUICE" FOR ALL ROCK
ENTHUSIASTS

A
FOR THE COUNTRY
RUFFS,
SAT. - 2:00-6:00

ARTS I

"PALMETTO

CRAFTS
DISPLAYS

NU GRASS"

(Wrtmftm

Tiger
Rags
654-6576

"MINI-MALL"
SHOPS
THE OPEN BOOK

OUR REPUTATION RESTS

The Bicycle
Gallery

AMUSEMENT
CENTER
THE GREAT AMERICAN
ICE-CREAM SHOPPE
Ice Cream Treats - Sodas
Fresh Sandwiches
OPEN 7 DAYS 654-6752

634-4964

Charles Hopkins

JESSE BROWN'S
Backpacking - Mountaineering
Canoeing - Kayaking.
2843 Eastway Dr., Charlotte, N.C.

of clemson
designers-craftsmen

/!
contemporary

THE GREEK LEAF

jewelry

TROPICAL PLANTS A SUPPLIES
654-2112

handwrought

Hrs. 11 til 6, Fri. Til 9.
.••<.!
,-,-,.

GIFTS
654-6855

FOUR PAWS

ON EVERY OUTFIT"
654-6577

FURNISHINGS
ACCESSORIES

654-6785

"CLEMSON'SONLY COMPLETE JEAN SHOP"

^xsqoxu ± ^joxmaL *Ws.ax, One.

®tf* (EflMttnj §>tovt

DelirStyle Sandwiches
and Fresh-Baked Breads
Chef's Salads
Dial 654-6895 for Carry Out

AKER'S DOZEN
8 A.M. -10 P.M. Mon.- Sat.
10 am-4pm Sunday
Doughnuts - Cookies
and
Fresh Baked Breads

Campus Camera
Dealer For:
NIXON
FUJI
PENTAX
GAF
OLYMPUS
SONY
HONEYWELL BUSHWELL
VIVITAR

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES AND
EQUIPMENT

654-6800
OPEN:
MON .-SAT.
10 A.M.
TO 4 P.M.

i r > * * .
i t r t

>

i * <
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SHORT COURSE booklet is available at the Union
information desk. Registration tor the 14 courses is from
now til Sept. 12.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Book Exchange will be open
Friday and Saturday, 8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. and Monday
Wednesday, l:30p.m.-4:30 p.m. Located in the basement
of Bradley. Buy and sell your books at the APO Book
Exchange.

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a party in their
center next to the First Baptist Church, for all students.
The party is Wed. at 7 p.m.
THE BOWLING CLUB is looking for interested
students. It's new and it's all for you. Watch next week's
Tiger for details.
ZETA TAU ALPHA members are asked to contact
Mary Joye Jameson, Byrnes Hall, 6720, or Mrs. Stewart
Heath of the alumni chapter, 654-6148.
THE HORTICULTURE CLUB is sponsoring a cookout,
Tuesday at the Clemson Horticultural Gardens at 5 p.m
All students are invited.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING students are invited to a
drop in in the basement of Lever Hall, Friday at 7:30
p.m. This fall's schedule will be discussed and refreshments will be provided.

Classifieds

THE AQUARIUM has tropical fish and tanks of al|
sizes. It is located on Hwy 93, in Clemson.
MAMA'S KITCHEN is now serving short orders|
breakfast and lunch. Dinner details will come later.

STUDENT UNION is looking for a chairman for its
games and recreation committee. The position involves
planning bowling, bridge, chess, billiards, and table
tennis tournaments as well as anything else imaginable
in the games and rec. area—such as a Casino Night or a
trip to Atlanta to see the Braves play. Call the Union for
information.

1974 HARLEY Davidson FXE for sale. 1200 cc's, push!
button and electric start. Excellent condition. For £250o|
call 654-5136.

1970 CHEVELLE Malibu four door sedan for sale. Has
small V 8, auto trans, AC, P-S, 63,000 miles. For $1200.
Call 646-7958.

TRANSPORTATION NEEDED to and from Anderson
Mon.-Fri. from 8-4:30 beginning Sept. 20. Will pay
reasonable priceiXall Henry Buriss, 226-2007 after 5p.mJ
or 656-3191 from 8 till 4:30.

MAMA'S CLOSET, behind Mama's Kitchen has used
household items: Toasters, dishes, glasses, etc. Located,
at 114 Greenville Hwy.

FIRST BAPTIST Church welcomes you to Bible Study
at 9:45 a.m. Morning worship is at 11 a.m. Hear our
pastor preach on "Jaws: the story of Jonah."
TAPS WILL have a drop-in for new staff Monday at 7
p.m. in the Taps office, 9th level, above the loggia.
Anyone interested in layout, writing, or photography is
welcome. No experience is necessary.

We're All Just Folks Here.
Stop By and Say, "Hi!"

2

-By

a*

3*

Welcome Back
to
Downtown Tigertown
It's been a long
lonesome summer
A NDERSON
/A (^) INSURANCE
/ ICENCY
INCORPORATED

MmtmvB
'AT THE

PIZZA
Hot from the oven
freshly prepared and
baked perfectly for
your enjoyment

m

DO IT HERE!
...If you're "just lookin'", do it at the U. Shop
...If you need a pair of slacks or a dress, get
it at the U. Shop
...If you need an understanding ear 'cause you
just got stuck with five eight o'clocks

What we're trying to say is we're here
for your needs whatever they are.

Great Clothes-Great People

3Jlj£ Hniurrsity l$ljttp
'The Nation's Largest Group of Apparel Stores
Catering Exclusively to College Students".
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Welcome Students To Downstairs Showroom
334 College A*.

ladies

0>en Wed. - Sat.

^^L^

10% Discount On Any Hem Fri.-Sat. With This Ad

<S

FLOWERS & GIFTS

BOX 43 - 112 SLOAN STREET
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
PHONE 654-3131

Welcomes The Tigers Back
By

Giving Away Carnations
To The First 300
Students Entering The Shop Friday
■ Jaws - Bermuda Triangle - Palace Guard -

New English department head:
a poet-teacher-administrator
Dr. Ron Moran, who has done "all sorts
of things and had a wonderful time doing
them," is the new head of Clemson's
English department. A graduate of Colby
College in Maine, Moran comes to
Clemson from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill where he taught
and served as assistant dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
The new department chief did his
graduate work at Louisiana State
University, earning his M.A. in 1962 and
his Ph.D. in 1966. He has published one
book of poetry and has another under
consideration by a publisher.
Moran has also authorized a biography
of Louis Simpson, Pulitzer Prize-winning

poet. Another of his books, concerning
studies in contemporary American poetry,
has been accepted for publication.
This fall, Moran plans to teach an
American literature course. He also expressed interset in teaching courses in
creative writing, literary criticism, and
modern poetry.
Moran described the English department at Clemson as having "immense
possibilities." The poet-teacher called the
Clemson English faculty "very talented"
with "interests...as broad as they are
deep." He commented he views his new
position as a "challenge" as he attempts
"to try to utilize these (the faculty's)
talents."

APO opens
Petitions must
book exchange be completed
Ed Johnson, acting chairman of the
Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange Committee, has announced that the APO Book
Exchange will be open Friday and
Saturday, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. The book
exchange will also be open MondayWednesday, 1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Located in the basement of Bradley
Hall, the book exchange offers students a
chance to sell their used books and to buy
other students' used books at prices set by
the students themselves. It is operated by
Alpha Phi Omega as a service to the
student body.

Persons interested in becoming candidates for the Student Senate must have
returned candidacy petitions to the student
government office by midnight, Monday,
September 1, in order to be eligible to be on
the ballot for this semester's senate
elections. At least ten students must sign a
candidate's petition for the candidate's
name to appear on the election ballot.
Petitions for candidacy may be picked
up at the student government office
located at 803 above the loggia. The office
is open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-12 noon and
1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

Something Happened - The Seven-Per-Cent
Solution - Watership Down - Tinker, Tailor,
Soldier, Spy - Lionors - The Dogs of War SANDWICHES

The Joy of Sex - The Beatles - Dark Fires -

Sourdough's sandwiches—your choice of a meat, cheese, and
bread (baked fresh daily), served hot or cold, with chips
and a pickle ... 1.50 (lettuce and tomato ... add .10)
(combination of three meats ... add .10)

Fear of Flying - The Woman He Loved - Zen

MEATS

and The Art of Motorcycle Maintenance Vows On The Half Shell - Alive!

roast beef
ham
pastrami
corned beef
turkey
salami

Sunday's
"New York Times"

salads
Chef's Salad—choice of French, Thousand Island, Blue or
Italian dressings ... 1.50
Tossed salad... .50
Potato salad—American or German... .35
beverages
Draft beer—mug... .40
Coke, Tab, Sprite, Dr. Pepper .
Premium draft—mug... .45
.30
pitcher ... 2.25
Iced tea ... .20
pitcher ... .2.50
Coffee ....20
Milk... .25
Red, white, or rose wine or Sangria—glass .50 half-litre 1.45
etc.
Cheesecake... .75
Dannon Yogurt—cherry, strawberry, blueberry, vanilla,
raspberry... .40

: 11

University Square 654-6785
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BREADS
French
rye
onion roll
pumpernickel
kaiser roll
whole wheat
white

The Sourdough Special—roast beef and Swiss cheese, served
on a sub roll with lettuce, tomato and pickle—a meal in
itself ... 1.95
Sourdough's Sub—salami and ham served on a sub roll with
cheese, lettuce and tomato ... 1.65
Cheese sandwich—choice of cheese and bread, chips and a
pickle... 1.15 (with lettuce and tomato ...add. 10)
Peanut butter and jelly—the all time classic... .55

All "Cliff's Notes"

THE OPEN

CHEESES
imported swiss
provolone
American
hickory smoked

1

■

*
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Bookstore s
(continued from page eight)
and of Cureton is the need for expanding
the bookstore's present facilities. In a
resolution requesting that "every possible
consideration be given to expanding the
present bookstore's facilities and that such
an expansion be given top priority in the
planning of any further development of
Clemson University," the committee
called the "present limited facilities" of
the bookstore insufficient "to meet the
needs of the student body, faculty, and
staff of Clemson University."
Cureton agreed expansion is needed. He
stated that increasing the number of
check-out registers frox six to twelve
would greatly reduce first-of-the-semester
waiting lines, but he added he knew of no
definite plans for immediate expansion.
As for prices, Cureton contended that the
costs of new textbooks are set by
publishers, not the bookstore. This is
supported by the official "Operating
Procedures," under which the bookstore
conducts its business. These rules instruct
the bookstore to use "the current retail
price" when pricing textbooks.
The procedures also provide for the

repurchase of used textbooks. "Textbooks
are to be repurchased at one-half the
current retail price and stamped and
resold at approximately two-thirds of
retail," according to the rules.
Prices for supply items "must not exceed manufacturer's suggested retail
prices)." Other items handled by the
bookstore, "such as graduation apparel
and class rings," are to be priced so as to
"yield less than ten per cent profit to the
store."
There is also a "refund" provision in the
official operating rules. "Full refund is to
be made at the beginning of each semester
up to the last day to drop a subject without
record of drop. This should be supported
by a drop-add card or a copy of same.
Other recommendations made by the
advisory committee included one advocating discontinuance of all discounts
granted by the bookstore. The committee
cited the present system of discounts,
which gives faculty members and
graduate students special consideration,
as "inherently discriminatory against
certain sections of the University community."

Lee and Maverick Blue Jeans
Straight Lag and Flare
Also Much General Merchandise
At

Judge Keller's Store

WILDERNESS
107 E. EARLE

Cureton stated he had discussed the
matter with Walter Cox, vice president for
student affairs, but had come to no definite
final decision.
An earlier deadline for submission by
faculty of their choices for textbooks for
the spring semester was also recommended by the advisory body. This would
give the bookstore more time to order
textbooks and would "allow...sufficient
time for re-ordering out-of-stock and-or
out-of-print textbooks."
An earlier deadline would help the

bookstore get enough of the correct textbooks on the shelf in time for classes,
explained Cureton. He commended the
faculty for its cooperation in submitting
titles for this semester's use. "No one was
late this year," he stated.
The bookstore manager emphasized his
willingness to discuss the bookstore's
policies and customer complaints with
anyone. He encouraged persons with
questions to come to the bookstore and talk
with him. "I'll be glad to take the time (to
talk with anyone)," he stated.

VTHE

STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE
for all Hems
6 -11 p.m.

7 days a week

Call 654-5692

Tiger Rags

BEHIND FIRST NATIONAL IN LAWRENCE BUILDING
Alpine Designs
Woolrich
Mountain House
Seda
Smc
Forrest
Camp Trails
Mohawk
_^_

Class Five
Richmoor
Fabiano
Raichle
Mad River
Jansport
Snow Lion
Old Town

Clothes for those
who care about
comfort & style
Good Selection of
Faded Levi's

SALE!
Normally $25.00
LIMITED NUMBERS
AND SIZES

TRAINING SHOES
TIGER MONTREALS

I/O
Sale In
IJL Price progress

$2J95

THRU AUG. 26

WE ALSO STOCK ADIDAS, BROOKS, CONVERSE!

University Sq.

Open

654-6576

10-6 Daily
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Bookstore hours
Friday
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday
1:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday
8a.m.-9p.m.
Wednesday-Friday
8a.m.-8p.m.
August 30
9a.m.-3 p.m.
September 1
Regular Schedule Resumes

" 'LENNY' IS PROBABLY
THE PERFECT MOVIE FOR
THIS TIME AND PLACE." Vincent Canby, New York
Times

Jervey named
(continued from page seven)
" We have lost a most beloved member
of the Clemson family. For me personally,
he has been one of the most genuine human
beings I have ever known. Without the
benefit of his advice, counsel and the
degree of confidence he shared with me, I
could not have begun to face the many
responsibilities of this office through the
years."
"Captain Jervey," who will serve as
president pro tern of the 13-member board
until a permanent president is chosen after
the vacancy created by Sen. Brown's
death has been filled, says of his
predecessor, "He has been of tremendous

isS53a
Dustin
Hoffman
a "Lenny";
—Co-Starring—
Valerie Perrine
Jan Miner

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/ 654 3230

For Pizzas
or Subs
call

654-6990
for fast free delivery

$100,000 permanent endowment for the
establishment of the Frank J. Jervey
Education Fund which provided
scholarships on the basis of exceptional
academic ability and leadership qualities.

benefit to the state and its financial
standings. He was "the guardian of the
treasury" and through his efforts S. C. has
maintained a wonderful rating in the investment field. It (his death) was a
tremendous loss to Clemson. It's just
somethine Clemson will never eet over.
"The most wonderful thing to me is he
was so human in his relationships. I've
never known anything spiteful in his life."
Jervey is one of seven life trustees, a
1914 Clemson alumnus and a Clemson
resident.
Earlier this year he was honored by an
anonymous donor who gave Clemson a

Jervey had been national president of
the Clemson Alumni Association and
received its Alumni Distinguished Service
Award in 1960, the first year it was given.
The 82-year-old Jervey calls himself the
"President Temporary" and has plans to
retire following the selection of a permanent board president on Sept. 12.

lustmrs
,
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STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE
for all Hems
6 -11 p.m.

7 days a week

Call 654-3692

Bible Study 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship 11:00 A.M.
TIGERS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME
AT
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
CLEMSON

Seneca, S.C
Turn Left at the
Second Red Light On 123

Roses Welcomes You
Back With A

10%

DISCOUNT
On Any Purchase
Made Through
August 28
Complete Line of Personal
And School Items
Offer Valid Only With Student ID
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SfAATS
Fike Rec Center finally finished...perhaps
"Completion date for Fike Recreation
Center is set for April 1, 1973."
Clemson News Service, 1971
"According to Jerry Boyer, superintendent of planning and engineering, the
projected completion date for the new
facility (Fike) is currently set for
December of this year (1974)."
The Tiger, August 30,1974
"According to intramural director
Banks McFadden chances are pretty good
that the facility may be opened for use by
mid-March.
The Tiger, January 17,1975
"We are ready to move in immediately.
Of course, it will be a while before we can
start full operation of the center. By
summer school all facilities will be ready
for student use."
Banks McFadden, April, 1975
"It appears that we will be operating
fully by Monday. The pool has been accepted and the handball courts are
finished and all other facilities will be
ready for student use.
McFadden, August 1975
Intramural director Banks McFadden
no longer guarantees completion dates for
Fike Recreation Center. When speaking of
Monday's opening of all facilities he is not
sure but hopeful. Unfulfilled promises
have made him cautious, yet still very

optimistic. And that is somewhat surprising in light of the problems that have
plagued the center.
Since construction began three years
ago, Fike has been the victim of legal
difficulties, poor construction, budget cuts
and manpower and material shortages—
tKe most damaging of these being faulty
construction.
Major leaks have been features of tht
pool McFadden had not bargained for. The
natatorium, consisting of an eight lane
pool and diving tank has gone under
numerous repairs for such leaks. The pool
has been drained several times as a result.
According to McFadden the latest
problems had occurred as a result of
corking on the side of the pool. The soft
corking material had caused the water to
turn milky. The problem was soon fixed.
"The pool was recently closed for a final
check of cracks," McFadden said. "There
are no new leaks and the pool has been
accepted from the contractors. Actually
since its opening in April we have had only
little problems with it."

a. G. BANTA

A $20,000 GYMNASTICS ROOM is one of many features students may use this fall. The
center will be in full operation Monday after three years of delays.

Where McFadden did have trouble was
at the handball courts. Prior to the end of
spring semester McFadden stated that the
handball courts would be ready in two
weeks. It was closer to two months.

accepted by the architect. For five weeks
we sought permission to allow for someone
else to finish. During this time no work was
done."

"We ran into a legal hassle we did not
expect," McFadden said. "There was a
tie-up between the company installing the
interlocking playing walls and the company manufacturing them. The company
installing them went broke. The job was
supposed to be finished but it was not

As for the other facilities, they were the
victim of a substantial budget cut. "Only
one-fifth of my request was originally
met," stated McFadden. "We were
eventually able to get almost everything
that was requested. We got at least 90 per
cent of the request even though we were
not budgeted for some items in the
beginning."
McFadden predicts the upcoming year
as a very tight one. Because of this and the
need for more equipment the department
has had to go to other sources, one of which
is the student activity fee. The fees go into
equipment and for salaries of those employed at the center.
In the summer, implication of such a fee
had caused some dissatisfaction among
students attending summer school. A
seven dollar fee was charged for the use of
a facility that was only partially completed.

B.G. BANTA

WithFike Recreation Center complete, intramural director Banks McFadden takes break
from task of readying Fike in the center's indoor golf range. The range will accommodate
eight golfers at.a time,
..,.,... .
. . .

But now the center's numerous and
varied facilities are ready. Among the
facilities students and university employees will find are:
—a weight room consisting of two
universal weight machines which can
accommodate 30 at one time, and six
boxing platforms
—a wrestling room equipped with
mirrors; mats for wrestling, tumbling,
judo and karate
—a $20,000 equipped gymnastic room
which includes a trampoline, parallel bars
and a mini-tramp
—an indoor golf range that will allow
eight to use as a driving range
—ten handball courts which feature
special interlocking walls built for wear
and observation areas above each court
—modern dance room equipped with
stereo system and large wall mirrors
—ping-pong room that will also be used
for wrestling and fencing contests
—an eight-lane swimming pool equipped
with timers for competitive meets.
In the future, McFadden hopes to install
a sauna and steam bath for those using the

center and plans, to add another weight
room. In addition to the installation of
more equipment and tending to minor
problems that the facility inherited,
McFadden's main task will be that of
establishing a policy concerning use and
programs.
Already he has decided on several rules
concerning hours. The center will be open
from noon to 9 p.m. each day. But
McFadden indicated that as in the past,
facilities will stay open as late as 11 p.m. if
there are enough using the facilities to
warrant it.
"These hours are just a minimum time
range," McFadden said. "We will adjust
times according to the demands. We will
also set up hours for individual rooms
giving clubs priority."
As in the past, equipment can be
checked out in the locker rooms.
Raquetball and handball equipment as
well as basketballs, water polo equipment
and ping-pong paddles. However, those
using the golf room must furnish their own
clubs.
riandball courts will be reserved i»
much the same manner as tennis. One
may play on the courts if not reserved and
courts can not be reserved more than four
times a week. One new policy is that the
west entrance facing the soccer field will
be used.
Before McFadden makes a policy
concerning programs, he will first seek
advice from the students. "I plan to set up
a ten person committee to serve in advisory position," the intramural director
said. "The committee should consist of at
least five students. The others would be
faculty members and graduate students. It
is important that I hear the gripes ana
suggestions of the students. Unlike the
committee established this summer to set
financial policies, this group will deal
strictly with the needs of the students."
McFadden has other ideas of how to
reach the students and how to serve them.
Plans for additional tennis courts next to
the present courts have been made. But
before venturing off on other projecte
McFadden would like to have Fike completed. Maybe this time Fike Recreation
Center will be finished; not almost, but
completely.
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Ibrahim's bid to host soccer finals fails
by Steve Ellis
Only one thing could please soccer coach
I.M. Ibrahim more than winning a national
championship — winning the big one at
home. But Ibrahim's chances for doing
that were ended recently when the NCAA
declined Clemson's bid to host the finals
this year.
"I was very surprised by the decision,"
Ibrahim stated. "We had a very good bid,
our facilities are much better than
Southern Illinois Edwardsville, who's bid
was accepted.
"We entered the bid with the un■« derstanding that we most likely would get
it," Ibrahim continued. "SIU was the only
other school to enter a bid. Not only are our
facilities better but I think we would have
surpassed them in attendance as well."
"Last year the finals were held in St.
Louis. Nobody came because it was so
cold. The same thing will happen up there
this year."
For Ibrahim the chance to host the finals
would mean additional national prestige.
It would also mean a home advantage for a
team Ibrahim believes can win it all.
"With our returning lettermen and
excellent recruits we definitely will be a
contender for the championship, "Ibrahim
said. "Our being in the championship
would draw a big crowd to Death Valley.
Even if we did not make it to the finals the
fans in the area would come out. They just
underestimated soccer's drawing power in
this area. We should have gotten the bid."
Ibrahim's displeasure centers around
^ the fact that the chairman of the NCAA
soccer committee is also the head coach at
SIU.
"It seems like they already had made up
their mind that SIU would host the finals
before they ever received any bids, he
continued. I don't see why they even
bothered with requesting bids. We were
. never given a chance to push our facilities.
It was a railroad job if I have ever seen
one."

Soccer, cross country
practices begin
Clemson's soccer and cross country
teams joined football in preparing for the
upcoming season this week. Although his
team has practiced only three days, soccer
head coach I. M. Ibrahim is already optimistic about this year's team.
"Our offense has been very impressive,
Ibrahim said. Already a few shots have

had NCAA championship written all over
them. Our whole attack is faster and it
looks, like the players will work well
together. Our only problem will be that we
don't have enough time to prepare for our
first game.
With seven key players returning and
eight top recruits from Nigeria the team
will face soccer powers St. Louis, Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville and Howard. All four
teams will play Clemson in the first month
of action. The season opens Sept. 12
against SIU at home.
Cross country coach Jim Moorhead
hopes experience will aid, his team to a
winning season this fall. Lead by Dean
Matthews, number two runner for the
Tigers last year, the team is expected to
better last years 1-4 record. Returning
lettermen Herman Jutzler, David Wright,
Ian Davidson and David Geer are also
expected to be key performers.
Two highly-touted recruits, Bill Middleton and Kim Collins will be heavily
relied on. Both transferred from Florida
Junior College. Middleton was national
junior college indoor champion in the 1,000
yards last year. Collins was Florida state
champ in cross country the past two years.
The team will run in eight meets during
the season, mostly against area colleges.
The Tigers' first meet will be Sept. 13
against Georgia Tech at home.

New coaches join
Clemson family
Three new head coaches and four
assistants have been assigned to posts for
the upcoming season.
All of the assistants are under the helm
of newly-acquired head basketball coach,
Bill Foster. The first to join the Tiger cage
coaching ranks was Dwight Rainey.
Rainey was Foster's top aide for the past
five years at UNC at Charlotte. For those
five years, the North Carolina school
recorded a record of 83 wins and 38 losses.
The second cage assistant to join the
basketball staff was Joe Kingery. Kingery,
like Rainey, was an assistant to Foster at
UNC at Charlotte. After joining Foster's
staff at Charlotte, Kingery served one year
as freshman coach and the last three years
as a varsity assistant. Kingery and Rainey
were no strangers prior to their UNC at
Charlotte posts. The pair, for two years,
made up the backcourt at Shorter College,
one of head coach Foster's earlier
positions.
Eddie Payne, the former standout guard
at Wake Forest, was Foster's next
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acquisition. During his playing days
Payne was named to the starting squads
on the Big Four and ACC Tournament
teams. He was also the Deacons' MVP in
1973 and was awarded Wake's all-sports
trophy. According to head coach Foster,
Payne will be involved in all areas of
Clemson's basketball program, including
recruiting, scouting, and coaching,
although he is only a graduate assistant.
The last of Foster's aides is definitely no
stranger to the Tiger sports spotlight. He is
Willie Anderson. Anderson, the former
all-ACC and all-State middle guard for
Clemson's 1974 football squad, will serve
both Foster and Parker as a graduate
assistant.
Among the new head coaches is Bob
Boetner, who will take over as swim
coach. Boetner was an assistant at N.C.
State for eight years during which State
captured eight ACC titles. Boetner attended East Carolina University where he
played football before he entering the field
of swimmine.
Tennis will receive the services of
new head coach Chuck Kriese, formerly
with Tennessee Tech. While at Tech his
Ohio Valley Conference team recorded a
record of 49 wins and 7 losses. Along with
his coaching chores, Kreise will also direct
the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center.
Wrestling is now an intercollegiate
varsity sport at Clemson. Hewitt Adams
will be the head coach.
Hewitt Adams has been named head
wrestling coach. This will be the first year
for intercollegiate wrestling for Clemson.

Women's sports
go intercollegiate
When the women's tennis and swimming
team begin practice Monday they will be
doing so as intercollegiate teams.
Women's sports, once under the auspices
of the intramural department have
reached such a status mainly due to the
work of women's tennis coach Mary
Kennerty.
"The athletic department has been very
cooperative with us," Kennerty said. "As
a varsity sport a women's team will be
able to use facilities which before were not
always available to us. We have schedules
that allow more opportunities to travel and
play more teams.
However, scholarships will not be one of
the benefits for the women. The athletic
department has not alloted funds for
scholarships. As a result the women's
basketball, fencing, tennis and swimming
teams must rely on walk-ons.
Tryouts for swimming will begin in the
new pool on Aug. 25 from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Tennis practice will also begin Monday at
the tennis center at 4 p.m.

Football workouts
begin smoothly
by Don Kapp
Sports Writer
Clemson football coach Red Parker,
Wednesday stated that team conditioning
and attitude has been excellent during preseason practice. He reported no serious
injuries.
Parker also stated that freshman Jerry
Butler, a speedster from Ware Shoals, was
awarded a football scholarship which
recently came open. Butler had been on a
track scholarship due to a lack of available
football scholarships.
Butler, who is a 9.5 sprinter in the
• hundred-yard dash, scored the winning

touchdown in the recent North-South high
school All-Star game. The reception,
which covered 90 yards, gave the North
team a come-from-behind victory. Butler
will play split receiver at Clemson, adding
to an already large list of deep threats
among the receiving corps.
All-American running back Harold
Goggins, of Clinton, was named most
valuable back in the All-Star game.
Goggins is also a Clemson signee.
A dangerous receiver that will play for
Clemson this year is basketball star Stan
Rome, who recently announced his intention of returning to the sport in which he
is considered best.
Another former Clemson basketball
star, Jo Jo Bethea, who was an AllAmerican running back for Newport News
High School in Virginia, is also trying out
for the team, in the defensive backfield.
Coach Parker said that, although Bethea
has not played football in several yers, his
play has been good, and he is a tough, hard
hitter.
The team recently lost talented red-shirt
sophomore Breck Culler. Culler, who was
first on the depth chart at his offensive
tackle position this spring, has left the
team permanently.
Coach Parker said that the two-a-day
practices will end Thursday. Beginning on
Friday, practices will start at 4 p.m.

Athletic director
denies t.v. request
Bill McLellan, Clemson athletic
director, has denied a request by New
Orleans' television station to broadcast the
Clemson-Tulane game because the station
will not agree to pay $5,000 rights fee
demand by Clemson.
The station, WGNO-TV wished to
televise the game back to the New Orleans
area. Dan Gilbert, the station's Director of
Sports also suggested the possibility that
the game could also telecast in the
Clemson area.
In response to McLellan's request of the
right fee Gilbert wrote to President
Edwards: "We have determined that such
a telecast would be in keeping with the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Rules and we have the permission of
Tulane University to telecast this game.
"However, your Athletic Director has
informed us that Clemson demands $5,000
rights fee for this telecast.
"A $5,000 rights fee not only doubles the
cost of the telecast, it cheats Green Wave
fans in New Orleans of seeing their team in
action.
"It also deprives Clemson of exposure
that could be useful in recruiting in New
Orleans..."
McLellan agreed that the broadcasting
of the game would be good exposure for the
team but is not worth the trouble. "It
would have meant a great inconvenience
to our staff and we just did not want to put
up with it," McLellan said. "I think our
demand is a very fair one. With such a big
t.v. market if they can't justify it then we
don't want to get involved with it. For their
regional games ABC offers 330,000, so I
don't think we were too high."
•
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Clemson coaches concerned by NCAA rules
by Kerry Capps
Managing Editor

I

Just like most other institutions and
businesses collegiate athletics have felt
the pinch from the recent economic
crunch. The NCAA's special economics
convention met last week to adopt
proposals designed to help alleviate some
of the financial strain—but the proposals
which were adopted may hurt the quality
of athletics at Clemson, according to
coaches Red Parker and I. M. Ibrahim.
The proposals approved by the NCAA
will trim a total of $15 million from the
athletic budgets of NCAA Division 1
schools, according to NCAA officials. The
measures are aimed at both the big money
sports — football and basketball — and
minor sports programs.
The NCAA set limits on staffs for football and basketball, limiting football
programs to a head coach, eight assistants
and two part time assistants and limiting
basketball to a head coach, two assistants
and one part-time assistant.
Recruiting visits were significantly
curtailed for all sports. No college may
visit a recruit off its campus more than
three times, and no high school athlete
may accept more than six expense-paid
visits to a college. There had been no
previous limits set.
The convention also voted to limit
football traveling squads to 48 and
basketball squads to 10. There had been no
previous limits.
In addition, scholarship allotments were
reduced for all minor sports.
Parker said he thinks the limits are
unfair. "I don't think cutting back on
football is the way to solve college

athletics' financial problems," he said last
week at a press conference. "There is a
different situation at every school. I know
we'd be in trouble if IPTAY didn't come
through, but football can support a lot of
other things."
Ibrahim, who coaches both soccer and
track, agreed with Parker that it was
unfair to impose limits indiscriminately on
all schools.

ROWNTREE
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"Whatever a school can afford, it should
be allowed," Ibrahim said.
Parker said the new rules would
definitely hurt Clemson's football
recruiting program.
"It (the coaching staff cutbacks) will
hurt us more than it will, say Ohio State or
Southern California — schools who get
most of their prospects out of a single
area," Parker said.
Parker said since Clemson had to recruit
a much larger area to come up with its
recruits, it needs the additional staff. "I
have one recruiter who has to travel six
hours just to get to his recruiting area,"
Parker added.
Parker said the limit placed on the
number of off campus recruiting visits
would also hamper his staff's recruiting
style. "Frankly, we've been able to get
close to prospects by making repeated
visits and getting to know the athlete," he
said.
Parker said in some cases it may take
two or more visits to an out-of-state player
just to get him to consider Clemson. "It's
different for schools who have natural
recruiting areas," he said.
Ibrahim called the rules "a slap in the
face to minor sports.
Ibrahim said he had been working for
eight years to get a sufficient number of
scholarships for the soccer program.
"Now they (the NCAA) make a cut in all
minor sports," he said.
Soccer scholarships were decreased
from 19 to 11.
Ibrahim said he would be unable to
recruit any soccer players next season.
"This will kill us depth-wise," he said.

He said the rule would have a greater
effect on soccer at Clemson than at St.
Louis or Southern Illinois.
"They have a lot of local people who they
can get with partial scholarships, while we
have to offer a full scholarship to everyone
we recruit," he said.
He said the cuts would stifle attempts to
develop Clemson track programs. Track
scholarships were cut from 23 to 14, giving
Ibrahim just one scholarship available for
next spring.
"I'll get to play a lot of golf—since I
won't need to go anywhere," Ibrahim
added.
"I agree that there should be some
cuts," he said, "but not this way. They
seem to want to limit everything."
The NCAA discussed several other
proposals at the convention, but postponed
formal consideration until its regular
meeting next January.
The most controversial proposal would
have divided up receipts from football
bowl games and television and the NCAA
basketball tournament among all NCAA
members.
Parker said such a proposal would likely
never be adopted. "There would be a mass
bolt of at least 71 schools if the NCAA ever
passes that revenue sharing proposal," he
said.
Another proposal, which would have set
a limit on the number of foreign athletes a
school can recruit, was not considered.
Ibrahim said he didn't think such a
measure would make any difference. "By
the time it goes into effect, there won't be
any minor sports anyway," he quipped.
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Plant Clinic

f-^luiadendron
Ed. note: Plant Clinic is authored by members
of the Horticulture Club and is presented as a
service to our readers. Readers are invited to
send in questions about the care of their plants,
especially those that are not healthy. Send your
questions to Plant Clinic, c-o the Tiger, Box 2097,
University Station.
Philodendrons are common house plants used
either alone or in dish gardens. These plants are
native to Central and South America and are
adapted to the natural extremes in moisture.
They also thrive in areas similar to their natural
habitat where direct sunlight does not penetrate.
All this means, of course, is that these plants can
be placed in secluded corners where other plants
would not survivie. They can also tolerate extremes in wetness so that students can water
them heavily before they leave for Christmas
vacation or spring break and return to find them
very dry, but still healthy.
There are two main groups of philodendrons,
the ones that climb and the ones that do not.
Those that climb are usually found trailing from
baskets or climbing up poles. The self-heading
type, those which do not climb, grow from one
central crown.
Probably the most common of the climbing
varieties is Philodendron cordatum, the small
heart-shaped leaves found in most dish gardens.
This is extremely hardy and will grow even in
plain water. Another climber which is larger and
has split leaves is the Philodendron panduraeformae, commonly called fiddleleaf
philodendron because its leaves resemble the
shape of a violin. There are many other varieties
with different shapes and colors which might
blend with different decors. No matter which
variety you purchase, if it is a climber, you will

need a moist pole for it to climb. Garden centers
sell poles made of pressed osmunda fiber, but
you can make your own by wrapping a half inch
of chicken wire around unmilled sphagnum
moss. Either would serve for support.
Philodendrons attach themselves to the pole by
means of aerial roots.
The self-heading types sprout leaves from the
center and proceed to grow wider instead of
taller. These leaves appear in solid forms, split
leaf forms, and even with holes in the leaves.
Philodendron selloum, commonly called the tree
philodendron, grows three to four feet tall and
can spread four to six feet wide. A popular
hybrid is one called Burgundy. This philodendron has red stems and maroon leaves which add
color, a nice extra for a foliage plant.
The culture of these plants is not demanding,
but as with any plant, the best care gives the best
growth. The light must be semi-sun to shade. The
average room temperature and humidity will
suffice, however, humidity above 30 per cent will
give more luxurious growth. Watering may
vary, but uniformly moist soil is best. The soil
should be a well drained mixture of equal parts
of sand, soil, and peat moss. Fertilizer every
three to four months with a fertilizer containing
an N-P-K ratio of 25-10-10 at the prescribed
concentration. Propogate by air-layering or by
stem cuttings. As with all plants, the plant should
be repotted if the root system should become too
massive for its container.
Only a few of the available philodendrons have
been mentioned above. They vary greatly in
their size, leaf shape, and uses. They are interesting and attractive, a nice addition for your
dorm room, apartment, or home.
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